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Abstract—Many MPI libraries have suffered from software
bugs, which severely impact the productivity of a large number of
users. This paper presents a new method called FlowChecker for
detecting communication-related bugs in MPI libraries. The main
idea is to extract program intentions of message passing (MP-
intentions), and to check whether these MP-intentions are fulfilled
correctly by the underlying MPI libraries, i.e., whether messages
are delivered correctly from specified sources to specified des-
tinations. If not, FlowChecker reports the bugs and provides
diagnostic information.

We have built a FlowChecker prototype on Linux and eval-
uated it with five real-world bug cases in three widely-used
MPI libraries, including Open MPI, MPICH2, and MVAPICH2.
Our experimental results show that FlowChecker effectively
detects all five evaluated bug cases and provides useful diagnostic
information. Additionally, our experiments with HPL and NP B
show that FlowChecker incurs low runtime overhead (0.9-9.7%
on three MPI libraries).

I. I NTRODUCTION

A. Motivation

The Message Passing Interface (MPI) [2] is being widely
used to develop parallel programs on computing systems
such as clusters. This is evidenced by a plethora of MPI
applications across many disciplines and activities, suchas
astronomy, bioinformatics, weather forecasting, and financial
modeling [6]. As clusters continue to be a major component of
High Performance Computing (HPC) environments [1], MPI
is becoming increasingly prevalent.

Despite the success of MPI, many MPI library implementa-
tions [3], [4], [27], [51] have suffered from software bugs (also
referred to as software defects). For example, more than 2000
bug tickets have been created for various versions of Open
MPI [27] since 2006. Similarly, about 700 bug tickets have
been reported for MPICH2 [3] since August 2008. The bugs
in MPI libraries severely impact the productivity of a large
number of users (users in this paper refer to MPI application
developers). For example, these bugs have caused program
crashes, hangs, or generation of incorrect results that areoften
hard to notice. Moreover, before reporting these bugs to library
developers, users may have already spent days or weeks in
vain trying to locate the root causes of the bugs in their own
applications.

It is challenging and time-consuming for library developers
to detect and locate software bugs in MPI libraries [5]. To
locate such a bug that occurs at users’ sites, library developers
need to reproduce the bug at their own sites. This task is
formidable due to platform differences (e.g., architectures and
system scales) between users’ and developers’ sites. Often
certain bugs only occur on large-scale systems [11]. Moreover,
some MPI library bugs can only be triggered by real-world
MPI applications. As a result, users need to share their MPI
applications. If the applications are proprietary, users usually
have to generate a small test program to trigger the bug, which
could be a time-consuming process. Therefore,it is imperative
to devise low-overhead mechanisms for detecting MPI library
bugs during production runs.

Much research has been conducted to detect software
bugs in HPC systems at run time. Among previous studies,
many [21], [31], [33], [35], [54] focus on MPI applica-
tions. For example, Umpire [54] checks MPI function calls
at run time against certain rules such as “all members of
one process group must execute collective operations over
the same communicator in the same order”. Similarly, Intel
Message Checker [21] traces MPI calls during execution and
detects incorrect usage of MPI functions based on the traced
events. These approaches are effective in detecting bugs in
MPI applications. However, they cannot handle bugs in MPI
library implementations since they assume the underlying MPI
libraries are correct.

In recent years, researchers have explored temporal or
spatial similarity exhibited in HPC systems for bug detection
[28], [39]. The basic idea is to extract program runtime invari-
ants [23], [29] within one process or across multiple processes,
and to identify abnormal process behaviors for detecting
software bugs. Examples of such program invariants include
distribution of function execution time [39] and distribution
of data movement chains [28]. While these statistics-based
approaches may detect software bugs in MPI libraries, they
cannot identify software bugs that occur in normal scenarios
or bugs that only happen within a small number of processes.
Furthermore, these methods may generate many false positives
or false negatives due to the difficulty of setting thresholds to
differentiate anomalies from invariants.
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B. Our Approach

In this paper we present FlowChecker, a low-overhead
method for detecting communication-related bugs in MPI
libraries. A communication-related bug in this paper refers
to the bug that causes all or part of user messages not to
be delivered from the sources to the destinations as specified
by the MPI application. The main idea of FlowChecker is to
extract program intentions of message passing (MP-intentions)
and to check whether themessage flowsthat occur in the
underlying MPI libraries correctly fulfill the MP-intentions.
If any MP-intention is not fulfilled, FlowChecker reports a
software bug and provides relevant diagnostic information.
In this paper, message flow refers to a series of operations
(e.g., network send/receive) within MPI libraries that transmit
message data from a sending process to a receiving process.

More specifically, FlowChecker performs online profiling
and offline trace analysis to detect bugs in MPI libraries.
To perform online profiling, FlowChecker instruments the
binary code of both MPI applications and MPI libraries.
During program execution, FlowChecker logs MPI function
calls (e.g.,MPI_Send andMPI_Gather) at the application
level and data movement operations at the library level into
trace files. Data movement refers to the movement of a chunk
of contiguous data from a source buffer to a destination
buffer [28]. Examples of data movement include memory copy
and network send/receive.

From the MPI calls in the trace files, FlowChecker ex-
tracts MP-intentions (e.g., a pair of matchedMPI_Send and
MPI_Recv function calls made by the MPI application).
For each MP-intention, FlowChecker tracks the correspond-
ing message flows by following the relevant data movement
operations starting from the sending buffers. If the message
data are not correctly delivered to the receiving buffers as
indicated by the MP-intention, FlowChecker reports the bug
and provides diagnostic information, such as faulty MPI
functions or incorrect data movements, to help pinpoint the
root causes.

It is challenging to perform the tasks above due to the com-
plexity of MPI semantics. First, representing MP-intentions
is intricate because of the variety of MPI communication
patterns, ranging from point-to-point communications to col-
lective communications, from contiguous datatypes to non-
contiguous datatypes. Similarly, blocking and non-blocking
MPI calls impose another challenge for identifying initialdata
movements that are relevant to each MP-intention. Further-
more, using optimized communication algorithms (e.g., using
intermediate nodes for relaying messages inMPI_Gather)
largely complicates message flow tracking. We address these
challenges in Section III.

Based on the above ideas, we have implemented a prototype
of FlowChecker on Linux. We have evaluated FlowChecker
with five real-world bug cases from three popular MPI li-
braries, including Open MPI [27], MPICH2 [3], and MVA-
PICH2 [4]. Unlike previous approaches, FlowChecker has the
following advantages:

• To the best of our knowledge, FlowChecker is the first au-
tomatic method for detecting communication-related bugs
in MPI libraries by checking the correctness of message
flows, a key aspect of these libraries. Our experimental
results show that FlowChecker can effectively detect all
five real-world bug cases from three widely-used MPI
library implementations and help further pinpoint the root
causes of the bugs.

• FlowChecker incurs low runtime and disk space over-
head. Our experiments with High Performance Linpack
(HPL) [7] and NAS Parallel Benchmarks (NPB) [13]
show that the online profiler of FlowChecker incurs 0.9-
5.6%, 0.9-8.1%, and 1.6-9.7% runtime overhead on Open
MPI, MPICH2, and MVAPICH2, respectively. Further-
more, our results show that the trace size per process
grows moderately, averaging 3.01 MB/min, 1.77 MB/min,
and 10.08 MB/min on Open MPI, MPICH2, and MVA-
PICH2, respectively.

• FlowChecker is library-independent. This is because
its message flow checking algorithm is independent
of any particular communication algorithms used in
MPI library implementations. Current implementation of
FlowChecker supports MPI libraries that use TCP/IP or
InfiniBand network protocols.

• FlowChecker requires no modification of source code. By
using Pin [36], a dynamic binary instrumentation tool,
FlowChecker works with binary code directly, requiring
no modification of the source code of the MPI applica-
tions or MPI libraries. Likewise, FlowChecker requires no
re-compilation of the MPI applications or MPI libraries.

II. M AIN IDEA OF FLOWCHECKER

A. Main Idea

The main idea of FlowChecker is to check whether the
underlying MPI libraries correctly deliver the messages from
the sources to the destinations as specified by the MPI
applications. More specifically, FlowChecker first extracts
the intentions of message passing (MP-intentions) from the
MPI applications. Normally, MP-intentions are implied by the
MPI function calls and the corresponding arguments made in
the MPI applications. For example, FlowChecker can extract
MP-intentions based on a matched pair ofMPI_Send and
MPI_Recv function calls.

Second, for each MP-intention, FlowChecker tracks the
corresponding message flows by following the relevant data
movement operations starting from the sending buffers at the
source process. Data movement operations move data from one
memory location to another within one process or between two
processes [28]. Examples of data movement include memory
copy and network send/receive. This step allows FlowChecker
to understand how the MPI libraries perform message delivery.

Finally, FlowChecker checks message flows that are estab-
lished at the second step against the MP-intentions extracted at
the first step. If any mismatch is found, FlowChecker reportsa
bug and provides further diagnostic information such as faulty
MPI functions or incorrect data movements.
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Fig. 1. An example to illustrate the main idea of FlowChecker. The
MP-intention here is{A1→D1, A2→D2} and the message flows are
A1→B1→C1→D1 andA2→B2→C2→D2.

Figure 1 illustrates the main idea of FlowChecker. In this
example, process 1 invokesMPI_Send to send a message
stored at the buffer{A1, A2} to process 2, while process
2 invokesMPI_Recv to receive the message and store the
message at the buffer{D1, D2}. To deliver the message, the
underlying MPI library first packs message data at the buffer
{A1, A2} into the buffer{B1, B2}, then sends the data to
the buffer{C1, C2} at process 2, and finally unpacks the data
into the buffer{D1, D2} at process 2.

To handle the case in Figure 1, FlowChecker first extracts
the MP-intention{A1→D1,A2→D2} based on the matched
MPI_Send and MPI_Recv at process 1 and process 2,
respectively. Then FlowChecker tracks the message flows,
A1→B1→C1→D1 and A2→B2→C2→D2, in the underly-
ing MPI library by analyzing the data movement operations
memcpy, send, and recv. Finally, FlowChecker checks
whether the message is correctly delivered by comparing the
message flows against the MP-intention.

Programmers can easily make mistakes in the above com-
munication steps due to rich MPI semantics. Examples of such
mistakes include miscalculation of memory addresses in the
buffer and incorrect datatype constructions. As a result ofthese
mistakes, message data are often not delivered to destinations
as specified by MPI applications. FlowChecker detects this
type of bugs, referred to as communication-related bugs, and
helps pinpoint the root causes of the bugs by reporting exact
locations of incorrect message flows.

B. A Real-World Bug Case

Figure 2 (a) shows a simplified bug case extracted from
Open MPI, a popular MPI library implementation. The func-
tion transmits a chunk of data from the sending buffer to
the receiving buffer. However, the data are sent to a wrong
position in the receiving buffer due to miscalculation of the
destination address. The bug is at line 2, where the variable
offset stores the number of elements with the datatype of
MPI_INT. The library developers forgot to consider the size
of MPI_INT, a 4-byte-long datatype. As a result, the data are
sent tobase+offset instead ofbase+offset*4, which
is expected by MPI applications.

As shown in Figure 2 (b), the bug manifests itself at the last
step of the message flow in the MPI library implementation.
FlowChecker can identify the bug since the message is not
delivered to the correct destinationbase+offset*4, as

   int mod_mca_coll_self_gatherv_intra(void *sbuf, int scount, ...)
            ....   // code that calculates the offset
1          sdtype = rdtype = MPI_INT;
2          dst = ((char *) base) + offset;

/* BUG here:should be (offset * 4) */
3          return ompi_ddt_sndrcv(sbuf, scount, sdtype,
                                               dst, rcount, rdtype);
   }

(a) the simplified source code

MPI App

MPI Lib

sbuf base base + offset base + offset * 4

  correct
movement

   actual
movement
(incorrect)

(b) the message flow in the MPI library

Fig. 2. A simplified bug case from an MPI library

specified by the MPI application (we do not show the MPI
application here for simplicity). Note that the bug will always
lead to incorrect message flow, which is an invariant insteadof
an anomaly. Therefore, this bug cannot be detected by previous
statistics-based approaches [28], [39].

III. F LOWCHECKER DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

A. Design Overview and Challenges

FlowChecker consists of four major components: Profiler,
MP-Extractor, MF-Tracker, and MF-Checker. As shown in
Figure 3, Profiler logs communication-related events at the
MPI library and application levels into trace files. MP-
Extractor extracts the MP-intentions specified by the MPI
application. MF-Tracker tracks the message flows that occur
in the MPI library. MF-Checker compares the extracted MP-
intentions and the corresponding message flows. If a mismatch
is found, MF-Checker generates a bug report that provides
detailed diagnostic information. Among the four components,
Profiler is an online component, executing together with MPI
applications and MPI library. The other three components
analyze the trace files offline.

There are three key design challenges as follows. We
address them in Sections III-B, III-C, and III-D, respectively.

(1) How to profile the program execution efficiently?
Profiler must incur low overhead since it is expected to be
deployed at production runs. This requires Profiler to collect
as few events as possible. Yet Profiler needs to collect as
many events as possible so that other components can infer
MP-intentions and actual message flows. Furthermore, it is
desirable to make no modification to the source code of MPI
applications and MPI library implementations because we may
not have the source code of MPI applications, e.g., proprietary
software.

(2) How to represent MP-intentions effectively and efficiently?
In order to represent MP-intentions, the MP-Extractor needs
to understand the MPI standard, which provides a wide range
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Fig. 3. FlowChecker design overview

of MPI semantics. On the one hand, MPI semantics can be
as simple as point-to-point transmission of message data that
are stored in contiguous buffers. On the other hand, MPI
semantics can be as complex as collective communication of
user-defined non-contiguous datatypes. Furthermore, the repre-
sentation should facilitate correctness checking by comparing
the MP-intention with actual message flows. Therefore, it is
important to represent MP-intentions in a general and efficient
way.

(3) How to track actual message flows in MPI libraries?
Tracking actual message flows is a difficult task without
knowledge of library implementations. First, it is challenging
to identify data movements that are relevant to an MPI call due
to the huge number of data movement operations. Additionally,
MPI applications may reuse the same buffer during execution.
Second, to track message flows, FlowChecker needs to handle
various types of data movement operations, especially for data
movement over the network and shared memory channels.
Third, different communication algorithms and optimizations
for implementing an MPI function in different MPI libraries
often complicate message flow tracking. For example, to
implementMPI_Gather, a straightforward algorithm is to
gather data directly from all processes. An alternative is the
hierarchical approach, which gathers data to some intermediate
processes that serve as local leaders and then transfers data to
the root process. Moreover, MPI libraries often perform data
movement operations that are related to non-MPI-application
data such as control data for bookkeeping. These spurious data
movement operations should be pruned to avoid interference
with message flow checking.

B. Profiler: Collecting Communication Traces

Profiler collects communication and message flow events
into trace files during program execution. More specifically,
Profiler logs MPI function calls involved by MPI applications
as well as data movement operations made by MPI
libraries. While capturing the essence of MP-intentions and
actual message flows, these coarse-grained events make
Profiler efficient. In particular, Profiler logs three types of
MPI calls: a) communication routines, e.g.,MPI_Send,

MPI_Gather; b) datatype manipulation routines, e.g.,
MPI_Type_contiguous, MPI_Type_struct; and
c) basic supporting routines, e.g.,MPI_Comm_rank,
MPI_Comm_size. Additionally, Profiler logs the following
data movement operations: memory copy routines such as
memcpy within one process and network communication
routines such aswritev and readv across multiple
processes.

The trace grows moderately since Profiler only records nec-
essary communication and data movement events. Its growth
rate largely depends on the communication patterns of parallel
applications and MPI library implementations. Our experimen-
tal results with HPL and NPB on three MPI libraries show that
4.95 MB of disk space on average can store a minute’s trace
for each process (more details in Section VI-D). Since the
space overhead is moderate, we did not apply any optimization
techniques to the current implementation of Profiler. If writing
trace causes large runtime overhead or large storage overhead,
we can address this issue by leveraging various techniques
used in previous work, such as lightweight file systems [45],
node-local storage [16], and ScalaTrace [44].

The current implementation of Profiler uses Pin [36], a
lightweight binary instrumentation tool, to instrument binary
code of MPI libraries and MPI applications. As a result,
Profiler requires neither source code modification nor re-
compilation of MPI libraries and MPI applications.

C. MP-Extractor: Extracting MP-intentions

MP-intentions are implied by MPI calls made by the MPI
applications. To extract MP-intentions, MP-Extractor first dis-
tills MPI calls from the collected trace files. Then it matches
corresponding MPI calls from different processes by following
MPI standards, e.g., using thetags in MPI calls and the order
of MPI calls. For example, MP-Extractor matchesMPI_Recv
with the correspondingMPI_Send. Similarly, it matches the
group of correspondingMPI_Gathers in different processes.
This matching method was also used by previous work on
detecting bugs in MPI applications [33], [49]. After this step,
each MP-intention consists of a pair or a group of matched
MPI calls.

To facilitate message flow checking, MP-Extractor repre-
sents MP-intentions in a general and efficient way. More
specifically, MP-Extractor utilizesMPI call-pairs to uniformly
handle point-to-point and collective MPI calls. An MPI call-
pair is a pair of corresponding MPI calls that transfer mes-
sage data between two processes. For example, a matched
MPI_Send and MPI_Recv is one MPI call-pair. As for a
group of correspondingMPI_Gathers in N processes, there
are N MPI call-pairs, each with twoMPI_Gathers that
transfer message data from a process to the root process.

For each MPI call-pair, MP-Extractor further utilizestrans-
mission unitsto handle both contiguous and non-contiguous
data. A transmission unit represents transmission of a chunk
of contiguous message data between two processes. More
specifically, a transmission unit stores five key attributesof
data transmission: the sending process (src_rank), the base
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Fig. 4. An example of an MP-intention. The MP-intention is implied by
a group ofMPI_Gathers with non-contiguous data in two processes. MP-
Extractor represents the MP-intention as two MPI call-pairs, each with two
transmission units.

address of the sending buffer (src_base), the receiving
process (dst_rank), the base address of the receiving buffer
(dst_base), and the length of the contiguous data (len).
For transmission of non-contiguous data, MP-Extractor rep-
resents it as multiple transmission units. Figure 4 shows the
representation of a group of correspondingMPI_Gathers
with non-contiguous data in two processes.

D. MF-Tracker: Tracking Message Flows

For each transmission unit in an MP-intention, MF-Tracker
tracks the corresponding message flow from a sending buffer
to a receiving buffer. A straightforward way is to understand
and follow the communication algorithms implemented by the
underlying MPI library. However, different MPI libraries may
implement different communication algorithms for an MPI
call, which makes this method not portable.

Instead, MF-Tracker uses a library-independent approach
to track the message flow for a transmission unit. The main
idea is to label and propagate thedata sourcefor each chunk
of contiguous memory data involved in the message flow. A
data source is defined as a 3-tuple<rank, base, len>,
which refers to the sending buffer in a transmission unit. More
specifically, for each transmission unit, MF-Tracker first ini-
tializes the data source of the data stored in the sending buffer
with the rank of the sending process, the starting address, and
the length of the sending buffer. Then, MF-Tracker identifies
subsequent data movement operations that are relevant to the
transmission unit and propagates the data sources for each
identified data movement operation. MF-Tracker continues to
perform the previous step until no subsequent data movement
operations can be found. Since this tracking method does not
rely on any particular communication algorithm, FlowChecker
is independent of MPI libraries.

Identifying subsequent data movement operations.For each
chunk of data labeled with a valid data source, MF-Tracker
identifies all its subsequent data movement operations. A data
movement operation belongs to this group if the source buffer
in the data movement operation overlaps with the buffer that
holds the chunk of data. For a data movement operation that
moves data within one process, MF-Tracker simply calculates

the intersection between its source buffer and the buffer
holding the chunk of data.

The situation becomes complex when data movement op-
erations involves the network (e.g.,recv) or shared memory
channels. The main reason is that these data movement oper-
ations have source buffers in different processes or have no
explicit source buffers. To address this issue, MF-Trackerpre-
processes the trace files by matching the corresponding data
movement operations (e.g.,send and recv) over network
or shared memory channels. More specifically, for TCP/IP
network operations, MF-Tracker models each connection as
a couple of file descriptors in the sending and receiving
processes after analyzing the POSIX-level socket management
calls (e.g.,connect and accept). Based on the modeled
connections, MF-Tracker matches the corresponding POSIX-
level data communication calls (e.g.,send andrecv). Sim-
ilarly, for InfiniBand network operations, MF-Tracker models
each connection as a couple of Queue Pair Numbers by an-
alyzing network management calls (e.g.,ibv_modify_qp).
As for data movements through shared memory channels,
MF-Tracker keeps track of the shared memory region by
monitoring relevant operations (e.g.,mmap andmunmap) and
matches the memory copies that operate on the same shared
memory regions.

It is inefficient and inaccurate to search the entire trace
files for the initial data movements that move data out of
the sending buffer in a transmission unit. This is mainly
because there are a huge number of data movements and MPI
applications may reuse the same buffers during execution. To
address this issue, MF-Tracker leverages the MPI standard
and treats blocking and non-blocking MPI calls differently.
For blocking MPI calls, the MPI standard requires them not
to return until the message data in the sending buffer are
consumed (i.e., either stored in another buffer or sent overthe
network). Therefore, MF-Tracker limits its search scope within
the period between the invocation of the blocking MPI call
and its return. Note that this rule also applies to all collective
MPI calls (e.g.,MPI_Bcast andMPI_Gather) since they
all follow blocking semantics.

For non-blocking MPI calls such asMPI_Isend, the MPI
standard requires that the message data in the sending buffer
are consumed before the correspondingMPI_Wait returns.
Therefore, FlowChecker attempts to identify the initial data
movement after the non-blocking MPI call and before the
return of the correspondingMPI_Wait.

Propagating the data source information.For each subse-
quent data movement, MF-Tracker propagates the data source
of the data stored in the source buffer to the data stored in
the destination buffer. Figure 5 shows an example of the data
source propagation for two transmission units that involvefour
data movement operationsA, B, C, and D. After two data
movementsA and B, which pack non-contiguous data, the
data sources of buffer 1 and buffer 2 are propagated to buffer
3 and buffer 4, respectively. Similarly, the data movementC

propagates the data sources of buffer 3 and buffer 4 to buffer6
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Fig. 5. An example of data source propagation for two transmission units.
A, B, C, andD are four data movement operations. Buffers 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7,
9, and 10 store message data specified by the MPI application,while buffers
5 and 8 store control data used by the underlying MPI library.

and buffer 7, respectively. Note that MF-Tracker treats buffer 3
and buffer 4 as two pieces of data since they contain different
data source information, even though these two buffers are
contiguous.

More often than not, MPI libraries transmit various control
data along with MPI application data via memory copy or over
the network. To handle these spurious data movements, MF-
Tracker labels them with “invalid” data source so that they will
not interfere with message flow tracking of MPI application
data. Specifically, if the source buffer in a data movement
operation contains partial data that have no data source label,
this part of data will be labeled as “invalid”. As shown in
Figure 5, buffer 5 and buffer 8 are labeled as “invalid” data
sources in the data movementD.

E. MF-Checker: Checking Message Flows and Reporting
Errors

Once message flow tracking has been performed for a
transmission unit, MF-Checker checks whether the message
data in the sending buffer are delivered to the receiving
buffer. Specifically, after MP-intention and message flows
are extracted, MF-Checker compares the data sources of the
receiving buffer with the sending buffer in the transmission
unit. If they exactly match, MF-Checker determines that the
transmission unit is fulfilled correctly by the underlying MPI
library. If all transmission units of an MP-intention are ful-
filled, the correctness checking for this MP-intention is done.
Otherwise, MF-Checker reports a software bug and provides
relevant diagnostic information.

There are two types of mismatches between the sending
buffer and the data source of the receiving buffer in a trans-
mission unit. The first type occurs when the message flow
is broken somewhere before reaching the receiving buffer. In
this situation, MF-Tracker cannot identify the subsequentdata
movement operations at a certain step before the data reach
the receiving buffer. To help diagnose the bug, MF-Checker
provides the failed MPI call-pairs, the failed transmission unit,
all data movement operations of the message flow, and the
broken point. The second type occurs when the data source
of the receiving buffer does not match the sending buffer

although the message flow reaches the receiving buffer. For
this case, in addition to the diagnostic information provided
for the first type, MF-Checker traces back through the message
flow and reports the first data movement with a mismatch.
The diagnostic information provided by FlowChecker can help
programmers quickly pinpoint the root causes (more detailsin
Section VI).

IV. I SSUES ANDDISCUSSION

Application-level bugs: When the MPI applications themselves
have bugs, e.g., the buffer ofMPI_Isend is used in the
subsequentMPI_Send before the correspondingMPI_Wait,
the behavior of MPI libraries is undefined by the MPI standard.
These may cause FlowChecker to report spurious errors. To
handle this situation, previous approaches on detecting MPI
application bugs [21], [33], [35], [54] can be applied together
with or before FlowChecker.

Data movements via value assignments: Although MPI li-
braries usually use the standard C library functions such as
memcpy and memmove for data movements within a pro-
cess, there are cases where data movements are implemented
by value assignments. For example,MPI_Reduce requires
calculation on the data being transmitted. After calculating
the data values, MPI libraries can directly assign them to
the destination buffer. To address this issue, FlowCheckercan
leverage static analysis techniques [40] to identify such value
assignments and transform them as data movements.

Data movements via other networks: The current implementa-
tion of FlowChecker traces data movements over TCP/IP and
InfiniBand networks, which are the commonly used methods
for network communication in High Performance Computing
Systems. However, some MPI libraries use other types of high-
performance networks such as Myrinet [41] and Quadrics [47].
To support these networks, we can extend FlowChecker by
profiling and analyzing operations that use these network
protocols.

Unsupported MPI features: Our current prototype of
FlowChecker checks the most commonly used MPI features,
such as point-to-point communication, collective communica-
tion, and user-defined data types, in MPI standard [2]. The
nondeterministic constructs such asMPI_ANY_SOURCE are
not supported. To address this issue, we can modify the
MPI libraries to pass the information of sending processes to
FlowChecker when returning the relevant MPI calls. Advanced
features such as one-sided communication and MPI-I/O, are
not supported either. To support one-sided communication,we
need to modify device drivers or firmware of network interface
cards to expose RDMA operations to the user-level process on
the receiver side. These features are left for our future work.

V. EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

Our experiments are conducted on a 64-processor cluster
with 32 nodes. Each node is equipped with two processors,
8 GB memory, and 204 GB hard drive. Each processor is a
2.4 GHz AMD Opteron with 1 MB L2 cache. These nodes



MPI Libs Versions LOC Network Interfaces Bug IDs Bug Desc.

#209 Datatype construction error
Open MPI 1.2 410,151 Gigabit Ethernet #689 Packing/unpacking mismatch

#1157 Incorrect pointer offset
MPICH2 1.0.6 447,093 Gigabit Ethernet #280 Incorrect memory copy direction
MVAPICH2 0.9.8 480,310 InfiniBand 03/2007 Incorrect sending buffer size

TABLE I
MPI LIBRARIES AND BUG CASES USED IN THE EVALUATION. L IBS MEANS L IBRARIES, LOC MEANS L INES OFCODE, AND DESC. MEANS DESCRIPTION.

are connected by two network cards, one Gigabit Ethernet
card and one InfiniBand card. The operating system running
on the cluster is Linux 2.6.18. We use the cluster for online
profiling. For analyzing the trace, we use a machine that has a
2.0 GHz Intel Xeon quad-core processor, 6 MB L2 cache, 16
GB memory, and 1 TB hard drive. We implement the online
profiler of FlowChecker using Pin [36], a lightweight dynamic
binary instrumentation tool, with Probe mode. For simplicity,
we implement the trace-analyzing components in single thread,
which can be improved by parallelizing the tasks in our future
work.

We evaluate the effectiveness of FlowChecker with five
real-world bug cases from three widely-used MPI library
implementations, including Open MPI [27], MPICH2 [3], and
MVAPICH2 [4] 1. We choose these bugs since they represent
different types of mistakes, including a datatype construction
error, packing/unpacking mismatch, incorrect pointer offset,
incorrect memory copy direction, and incorrect sending buffer
size. Table I shows the five bug cases used in the evaluation.
Note that we use the ticket numbers in their bug reporting
systems as the bug IDs for Open MPI and MPICH2. As for
MVAPICH2, the bug was discussed in the mailing list in
March, 2007 and thereby we use the date as the bug ID.

We download the bug-triggering input (i.e., the driving MPI
application) from the bug reporting web site for each bug case.
To simulate the real-world scenarios of bug occurrences, we
mix the bug-triggering input with normal inputs that do not
trigger the bug. A normal input consists of point-to-point and
collective MPI function calls.

We evaluate the runtime overhead and disk space overhead
incurred by the online profiler of FlowChecker using recent
versions of three MPI libraries (Open MPI-1.3.3, MPICH2-
1.2.1, and MVAPICH2-1.4). Our driving MPI applications are
High Performance Linpack [7] with the input sizes of 30,000,
40,000, and 50,000, and six NAS Parallel Benchmarks [13]
with class C inputs in this set of experiments. To evaluate
runtime overhead, we run each benchmark on top of each MPI
library in two configurations, one with FlowChecker and the
other without FlowChecker, each for 15 times. To evaluate the
disk space overhead, we run each benchmark on top of each
MPI library once and calculate the size of the trace file for
each process as well as the total size of the aggregated trace
file for all processes.

1These bug cases do not imply the reliability of the MPI library implemen-
tations by any means.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Overall Results

Table II shows the overall results of FlowChecker for detect-
ing bugs. For each bug case, we measure whether FlowChecker
can detect the bug or not and whether the generated bug report
pinpoints the root cause of the bug or not. Pinpointing root
causes here means locating the exact function that containsthe
root cause of the bug. In this table, we also report the number
of processes running for triggering the bug. Additionally,this
table presents the total size of the aggregated trace file from all
processes as well as the trace size per process. Furthermore,
the last two columns report the execution time for profiling the
program and analyzing the aggregated trace file, respectively.

FlowChecker is effective in detecting bugs and pinpointing
root causes of the bugs in MPI libraries. Table II shows that
FlowChecker detects all five evaluated bugs in the three MPI
library implementations. Additionally, FlowChecker locates
the exact functions that contain the bug for four out of five
bug cases. In the case that FlowChecker cannot pinpoint the
root cause, the reported broken message flow helps developers
locate the root cause, which is in a datatype construction func-
tion. FlowChecker is effective because it accurately captures
the actual message flows in the underlying MPI libraries and
checks them against the programmers’ intentions.

Table II also shows that FlowChecker’s detection capability
does not depend on the size of traces or the scale of systems.
For example, FlowChecker can detect bugs that manifest
themselves in 64 processes as well as the bug being triggered
in one process. This is mainly because FlowChecker is a rule-
based method instead of a statistics-based method [58]. On
the contrary, previous statistics-based approaches [28],[39]
require large amount of trace data to detect bugs, which may
not work for some MPI library bugs that only generate small
trace files.

FlowChecker requires moderate disk space for trace files.
Table II shows that the sizes of trace files range from 208
KB to 496 KB per process with the profiling time ranging
from 2.15 seconds to 7.99 seconds. The main reason is that
FlowChecker only profiles data movement related functions
and MPI function calls. Section VI-D shows similar experi-
mental results using HPL and NPB on recent versions of MPI
libraries.

FlowChecker quickly detects bugs in MPI libraries and
generates bug reports. Our experimental results show that it



MPI Libs Bug IDs Detected? Pinpoint # of Trace Size Execution Time (sec.)
Root Causes? Processes Total Per Process Profiling Analyzing

#209 Yes No 64 31MB 496KB 7.99 4.71
Open MPI-1.2 #689 Yes Yes 64 31MB 496KB 7.24 4.35

#1157 Yes Yes 1 484KB 484KB 5.49 0.02
MPICH2-1.0.6 #280 Yes Yes 64 13MB 208KB 2.15 3.39
MVAPICH2-0.9.8 03/2007 Yes Yes 64 25MB 400KB 7.70 4.32

TABLE II
OVERALL RESULTS OFFLOWCHECKER FOR BUG DETECTION.
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Fig. 6. Bug case 1: Datatype construction error in Open MPI

takes FlowChecker from 0.02 seconds to 4.71 seconds to
analyze trace files aggregated from all of the processes, whose
sizes range from 484 KB to 31 MB. The analysis time is less
than the profiling time in all the cases except for one bug case
on MPICH2. This indicates that it is possible to streamingly
analyze the trace concurrently with the profiling.

B. Case Studies for Effectiveness of FlowChecker

This subsection presents two representative bug cases, one
from Open MPI and the other from MPICH2.

1) Bug Case 1: Datatype Construction Error in Open MPI:
This bug was found in Open MPI version 1.2. It can be
triggered by invokingMPI_Send to send messages with a
non-contiguous datatype. Once the bug occurs, the receiving
buffer cannot receive the data as expected, which likely causes
silent errors in MPI applications.

The driving MPI application contains one bug-triggering
input (i.e., one pair ofMPI_Send andMPI_Recv with a non-
contiguous datatype), mixed with diversified normal inputs.
After being applied to this case, FlowChecker detects this bug
and reports one unfulfilled MP-intention that consists of the
exact pair ofMPI_Send andMPI_Recv that triggers the bug.
As shown in Figure 6, the transmission unitB (buffer 2→ 8)
fails due to incorrect message flow in the MPI library.

Among the five evaluated bug cases, this is the only one in
which FlowChecker does not pinpoint the root cause. However,
FlowChecker provides useful information to help developers
determine the root cause. As shown in Figure 6, FlowChecker
cannot directly identify the message flow corresponding to the
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transmission units A:
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Fig. 7. Bug case 2: Incorrect memory copy direction in MPICH2

failed transmission unitB since there is no data movement
from buffer 2 to buffer 8. Nonetheless, FlowChecker reports
the relevant transmission unitA and its correct message flow
buffer 1→ 3 → 5 → 7. By examining FlowChecker’s report,
developers can quickly notice that the failed MPI call-pairhas
a message flow buffer 2’→ 4 → 6 → 8’ occurring together
with the message flow for the transmission unitA. In fact,
this observation leads the developers to the root cause, which
is treating a non-contiguous datatype as a contiguous datatype
mistakenly in the datatype construction function.

Note that this bug cannot be detected by prior statistics-
based approaches [39], [28]. The reason is that this bug neither
causes any observable change in the execution time of each
function nor skews the data movement chain distribution.

2) Bug Case 2: Incorrect Memory Copy Direction in
MPICH2: This bug was found in MPICH2 version 1.0.6.
It can be triggered by transmitting a sizable non-contiguous
datatype inMPI_Gatherv calls. The bug corrupts data in
the receiving buffer, which likely causes silent errors in MPI
applications.

After applied to this case, FlowChecker detects the bug and
reports that one out of 16,064 MP-intentions is not fulfilledby
the corresponding message flows. In particular, the failed MP-
intention is a group ofMPI_Gatherv calls in 64 processes,
which are equivalent to 64 MPI call-pairs. Among them, 24
call-pairs are not fulfilled due to failed transmission units. As
shown in Figure 7, the transmission unitB (buffer 2 → 8)
fails due to incorrect message flow in the MPI library. These
failed transmission units are caused precisely by the bug.
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Fig. 8. Runtime overhead of FlowChecker. Baseline is the native execution
without applying FlowChecker.

Furthermore, FlowChecker pinpoints the root cause of this
bug. As shown in Figure 7, the failed transmission unitB

indicates that the message data in buffer 2 are not delivered
to buffer 8. After tracing back the corresponding message
flow, FlowChecker identifies that the first mismatch (i.e., the
broken link) occurs between the data sources of buffer 2 and
buffer 4. Additionally, FlowChecker reports the data move-
ment operations and their functions that involve buffer 2 and
buffer 4. In fact, the bug exactly resides in the reported func-
tion MPID_Segment_vector_m2m, where the developers
mistakenly switched the source and destination buffers. With
detailed diagnostic information from FlowChecker, developers
can easily understand and fix this bug.

C. Runtime Overhead

Figure 8 (a), (b), and (c) show the execution time for the
benchmarks with and without FlowChecker on Open MPI,
MPICH2, and MVAPICH2, respectively. The execution time
for each benchmark is normalized to its baseline, which is the
native execution without applying FlowChecker. The runtime
overhead incurred by FlowChecker is very low, ranging from
0.9% to 5.6% with an average of 2.8% on Open MPI, from
0.9% to 8.1% with an average of 2.7% on MPICH2, and from
1.6% to 9.7% with and average of 4.8% on MVAPICH2. The
runtime overhead is low because FlowChecker only logs a

small number of function-level events that are related to MPI
calls and data movement operations.

Currently, FlowChecker still performs the analysis step
offline. Therefore, this section only discusses the runtime
overhead incurred by the online profiler. In the future, we
plan to extend the analysis components of FlowChecker to
be performed online by utilizing stream processing algorithms
on program traces.

D. Disk Space Overhead

Table III shows the sizes of the trace files, the execution
time, and the per-process growth rates of the trace files for
each benchmark on the three MPI libraries. The growth rate
of trace files generated by FlowChecker is moderate, ranging
from 0.65 to 10.78 MB/min with an average of 3.01 MB/min
on Open MPI, from 0.12 to 5.56 MB/min with an average of
1.77 MB/min on MPICH2, and from 1.49 to 29.86 MB/min
with an average of 10.08 MB/min on MVAPICH2. The space
overhead is moderate because FlowChecker only profile a
small number of function-level events that are related to MPI
calls and data movement operations.

Table III also shows that the growth rate of trace file sizes
varies for different MPI libraries. For example, the growth
rate for BT is 1.14 MB/min, 1.07 MB/min, and 3.34 MB/min
on Open MPI, MPICH2, and MVAPICH2, respectively. This
is mainly because different MPI libraries may use different
algorithms and/or different network protocols to implement
the same MPI function calls. Additionally, the growth rate
also depends on MPI applications. For example, the growth
rates for the six NPB benchmarks on Open MPI vary from
0.83 to 10.78 MB/min. The main reason is that different MPI
applications may have different communication patterns.

VII. R ELATED WORK

FlowChecker is related to many previous studies. This
section only describes the most relevant work in four cate-
gories: 1) bug detection for parallel and distributed programs,
2) communication error detection, 3) general software bug
detection, and 4) problem diagnosis in large systems.

Bug detection for parallel and distributed programs.Many
approaches have been proposed for detecting bugs in paral-
lel and distributed programs by checking program runtime
information [21], [26], [28], [31], [33], [35], [54], which
are partially discussed in previous sections. In addition to
these dynamic approaches, researchers have explored formal
verification and model checking methods [49], [55] for de-
tecting bugs such as deadlocks in parallel and distributed
programs. Moreover, interactive parallel debuggers [9], [11],
[15], [24], [37] leverage automated information collection,
aggregation, and visualization to help programmers manually
locate root causes of software bugs in parallel programs. In
summary, these studies focus on detecting software bugs at
the application level. Complementary to them, FlowChecker
focuses on detecting software bugs in MPI libraries.

Communication error detection.Another closely related
method is the checksum feature provided in several MPI



Open MPI MPICH2 MVAPICH2
Benchmarks T-Size E-Time G-Rate T-Size E-Time G-Rate T-Size E-Time G-Rate

(MB) (min) (MB/min) (MB) (min) (MB/min) (MB) (min) (MB/min)

BT 2.14 1.88 1.14 1.55 1.45 1.07 5.82 1.74 3.34
SP 3.70 1.24 2.98 2.91 1.27 2.29 11.36 1.08 10.52
IS 0.42 0.10 4.20 0.07 0.05 1.4 0.53 0.03 17.67

NPB MG 0.97 0.09 10.78 0.50 0.09 5.56 1.36 0.07 19.43
CG 3.73 0.75 4.97 2.75 0.74 3.72 8.66 0.29 29.86
FT 0.45 0.54 0.83 0.08 0.66 0.12 0.92 0.37 2.49

30000 2.59 2.31 1.12 2.05 2.29 0.90 6.52 1.74 3.75
HPL 40000 3.30 5.05 0.65 2.69 4.91 0.55 9.09 4.12 2.21

50000 4.00 9.15 0.44 3.33 9.16 0.36 11.66 7.80 1.49

TABLE III
DISK SPACE OVERHEAD OFFLOWCHECKER. T-SIZE MEANS TRACE SIZE, E-TIME MEANS EXECUTION TIME, AND G-RATE MEANS GROWTH RATE OF THE

TRACE. TRACE SIZE REPORTED HERE IS PER PROCESS.

libraries [4], [12], [27], which checks the integrity of data in
communication to detect network hardware errors. Although
checksums may help uncover bugs in the communication layer
of MPI libraries, this does not work if an error is introduced
before the checksum calculation at the sending side or after
checksum matching at the receiving side. Moreover, for a
detected bug, the checksum feature only reports a checksum
failure for some invocation of an MPI function, which only
provides limited help in finding the root cause. Furthermore,
the checksum feature can significantly slow down the com-
munication since it needs to performance computation on the
data content, e.g., generating a CRC code [46].

Unlike the checksum feature, FlowChecker only profiles
and analyzes data communication operations, not the data
being communicated, and directly compares these operations
with extracted MP-intentions. It allows FlowChecker to detect
software bugs efficiently and effectively in MPI libraries.
From this perspective, FlowChecker is complementary to
the checksum feature while incurring low runtime overhead.
In addition to report a bug, FlowChecker provides detailed
diagnostic information because it analyzes each step in data
communication and can identify the faulty steps and relevant
functions.

General software bug detection.There are many research
studies on detecting software bugs in general systems. Ex-
amples include program assertions [10], [32], static anal-
ysis methods [14], [20], [22], [25], dynamic checking ap-
proaches [30], [43], [48], model checking [56], and formal
verification [42], [52]. Unlike these studies, we solely focus
on communication-related bugs in MPI libraries by exploiting
program intentions of message passing and message flows.
Additionally, researchers have studied parallelizing runtime
bug detection on multi-cores [53] and better bug reporting
and understanding [18], [50]. These studies can be used to
improve our work.

Problem diagnosis in large systems.Problem diagnosis in
large systems mainly focuses on isolating the root causes
of system failures or performance problems. Most existing
studies [8], [19], [34], [38], [39], [57] utilize machine learning

or statistical methods to study error propagation or identify
program anomalies. These methods provide useful hints on
diagnosing system problems. For example, Maruyama and
Matsuoka propose comparing function traces from normal runs
to those of failed runs for fault localization [38]. Carrozza
et al. leverage Support Vector Machine classifiers to detect
and locate software faults in complex safety-critical software
systems [17]. Unlike these approaches, FlowChecker exploits
program semantics and message flows to detect and diagnose
software bugs in MPI libraries.

VIII. C ONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have presented FlowChecker, a low-
overhead method for detecting communication-related bugsin
MPI libraries. Based on collected runtime traces, it extracts
MP-intentions and checks whether the underlying message
flows in MPI libraries fulfill the MP-intentions. If an MP-
intention is not fulfilled, FlowChecker reports the bug and
provides relevant diagnostic information.

We have built a prototype of FlowChecker. Our evaluation
with five real-world bug cases in three popular MPI libraries,
including Open MPI, MPICH2, and MVAPICH2, shows that
FlowChecker detects all the evaluated bug cases effectively.
Additionally, FlowChecker provides useful diagnostic infor-
mation for narrowing down root causes of the bugs. In fact,
FlowChecker pinpoints root causes for four out of five evalu-
ated bug cases. Furthermore, FlowChecker incurs low runtime
overhead. Our experimental results with HPL and NPB show
that FlowChecker incurs 0.9-5.6%, 0.9-8.1%, and 1.6-9.7%
execution overhead on Open MPI, MPICH2, and MVAPICH2,
respectively.
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